
CLASS NOTES 

CLASS       :        IV Practice Paper 
SUBJECT   :       ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES  

NOTE:- The following notes are for practice only no need to write it in EVS Notebook. 

 

 a. Multiple choice question 
 

1. 1. Which organ of our body is J in shape 

           a. brain      b. intestine  

           c. stomach     d. liver 

2. 2. In nature soil is hold by  

           a. root      b. tractor 

           c. plough       d. stem 

3. I tear pages out of library books 

           a. whenever I like       b. if the books are rare 

           c. as a habit       d. when I like something 

4. ____________ is made by throwing the garbage that can rot into the pit 

and covering it with the soil.  

           a. compost       b. both a and d 

           c. fertilizers       d. fertile soil 

5. George Stephenson, who invented locomotive, was born in   

           a. England       b. Sweden 

           c. Scotland      d. America 

6. We make paper from  

           a. Rocks      b. Wood 

           c. Soil      d. Metal 

7. Which of these can be recycled 

           a. Metals, glass, paper        b. Vegetable peels, leaves, straw 

           c. Coal, petrol, diesel      d. both a and b 

8. The minimum age for voting is  

           a. 18 years      b. 14 years 

           c. 21 years       d. 25 years  

9. Birth certificates are issued by  

           a. Doctors      b. Municipalities 

           c. Hospitals      d. both a and b 

10.  The union ministers are chosen by  

           a. Governor      b. Chief Minister 

           c. Prime minister      d. President 
 

 



b. answer these 
 

1.  How does forest fire occur (happen)? 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  Who becomes the prime minister of our country? What does the union  

     council of ministers do? 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Write two reasons why it is good to have roads lined with trees. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. How is the general climate of our country? 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. What were steam engines used for to start with? What was wrong with the 

cars and buses that ran on steam? 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 6.   Draw and practice for the following diagram  

     a. Three types of landform.  

     b. Digestive system  

 
 

This content has been prepared absolutely at home. 

 


